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ince 1978, our ministry has been
S
literature publishing and distribution,
especially for those who do

necessary to produce evangelistic literature
for these different peoples because what
is already in print has
not have the Word of God.
been found to sadly lack
That burden and outreach has
effectiveness or is nonnever changed over the years.
existant.
It has only intensified and foNothing can ever
cused for the most unreached.
replace the Bible, nor
Methods and strategies have
should it. However, when
changed as well as the scope
working with people
of our work. New technolowho do not know what a
gies that are now available
Bible is, we have found
were science fiction when we
it necessary to introduce
first began 29 years ago. Now
them to the Word of God
Stone Buddha in Ancient Ruins
in addition to the printed page,
so they will value it for what
there is video, World Wide Web, audio CD’s it is. That is where evangelistic literature
and all of these things are being used for the comes in. Tracts, videos, all are designed to
furtherance of the Gospel.
stir a hunger for the things of God.
We have learned to target those who
are most needy in terms of their knowledge
of the Gospel of Christ. Forming strategies
mportant
ew
to reach them has caused us to focus on the
ublication
things people in each country and language
group need to further their understanding of
Several years ago we learned that three
the Gospel. Blanket approaches rarely work Asian countries rank 1, 2, 3 as the largest
and each people group is different.
consumers of what we in the west would call
Thailand is a case in point. The over- “Comic books.” Japan in particular is one of
whelming majority of the people are Bud- the largest consumers of this type of media.
dhist. Generally speaking, they are very It is not uncommon to see businessmen in
friendly and open to the message of the public places reading comic books. The
Gospel of Christ, but they are not responsive term “comic book,” however, is a misnomer
to it. The reason for that is their adherence in these countries. These books cover every
to the folk Buddhism they are taught. Bud- genre of reading, from drama to comedy, tech
dhists do not worship a supreme being, and manuals, science fiction, and business pubtherefore when Christians come along and lications. A more correct term to use would
talk about one, they have no handle to grab be “illustrated books.” Some of them can be
onto, so speak.
found that are 2” thick.
The approach to Thai Buddhists must be
Illustrated literature is
very different than with the minority tribal gaining popularity all over
people who live all over northern Thailand. the world and is a wonderful
The Akha, Lisu, Lahu, Karen, Hmong, Mon, tool. Of course it is not the
Shan, and many others mostly worship only thing, but it is important
in their own traditional religions, most of in this region. Along with
which are based in Animism. These can be Bibles, tracts, correspondence
approached differently as the concept of a courses, and discipleship
Supreme Being is not as foreign to them.
materials, this form of comAt any rate, we have now been in Thai- munication needs to be dealt with especially
land longer than in any other Asian country where people are so used to reading them.
and are really just now getting a handle on
Several years ago we used illustrated
what needs to be done. In most cases it is media to reach Filipinos. This we had first to
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write, then have illustrated by professional
artists before printing in vast numbers. This
exposure to the approach was used of the
Lord if for nothing else, to teach us of its
effectiveness.
We are now working to have translated
and published a large illustrated book of
Bible stories which have been organized into
chronological order so as to tell the story of
God’s dealing with man from creation to
the present. We have reviewed all of the
other materials available and there is nothing else like this for quality or content. At
this time it is being translated in well over
40 languages.
Working with translators and proofers
in these various languages has been challenging and I can tell you, it is not over
yet. Much more needs to be done on this
project as well as many more, in many more
languages.
Work with the translators does not stop
when they are finished with this project. We
have followed this up with various other
needed publications in several languages
and it is all going forward from our humble
office set up in Bangkok, Thailand, at this
time.

Container
Shipment
We are now awaiting the shipping of a
container of literature from the USA. Several items of literature
in Thai as well as other
languages are nearly
out of stock here in
Thailand. We now have
weekly visits from pastors who desire to obtain the literature in our
Resource Center. What
a blessing to see them
begin to use the printed page for evangelism
and discipleship. Much more is needed in
this region. Please Pray!

Health Update
I want to thank many of you who have
been praying for my health in recent weeks.
I went in for a full cardio work-up and the
doctors found out that some time in the past
I had a heart attack! Looking back, I believe
that it was probably in the late 80’s. At any
rate, it was a long time ago and I survived,
without ever knowing that it had occurred
until my recent extensive physical. I have a
couple of arteries that are partially blocked,
but not enough for surgery at this point. The
doctor put me on some artery roto-rooter type
pills and I have made some lifestyle changes
concerning diet and exercise.
Krinny had a severe abdominal pain for
which we took her to the hospital. We feared
a return of a problem she had last year for
which she had surgery. The doctors were
concerned about the same thing we were and
so they did extensive tests on her with two
nights in the hosptial. It turned out that she
had kidney stones.
We do know that the time has arrived
that we must take better care of ourselves.
Krinny and I are both on all kinds of herbs
and natural remedies and we are feeling
pretty good. Thank you for praying. Please
don’t stop!

the daughter of a missionary to Thailand.
She will be serving with us for around one
year and in the process, learning skills
in publishing and office work. Along
with our Thai co-workers, these young
ladies will be a tremendous help in the
work. Please pray for each one.
Myra Noel continues to handle
work in the publishing office in Fort
Worth. She has been working with us
fulltime for almost 9 years, and due to
her expertise and years with us she is
able to handle things which can more easily
be handled from the USA. Last month, she
typeset a Gospel of John and Romans in Swahili, as well as a Book of Genesis in French
Creole, duplicated DVD’s for distribution,
and trained in publishing, video editing, and
web design.
We are also praying for a young married
couple who will come over and spend a year.
Please pray with us as we wait on the Lord
for his provision of new staff.

Videos

We have sent two
videos out this year and
three more are in production now. These all
relate to and promote
taff
missions in some way.
Rachel Hammett is returning to the Oftentimes sitting in a meeting of pastors
USA on the last day of May after serving in some remote village, or watching some
with us for 5 months. April Wilson and pagan ritual, I have thought, “I wish Christians in our churches in the USA
Susanna Domangue
could see this, it would surely
leave in mid-July after
make a difference in their thinkone year each. April
ing.”
That is the reason for these
took a year off from
videos.
All of them are short, so
college to be here and
that they will be used. We aim
she must go home
at 8-12 minutes in length. If
and finish her music
you have not seen one of these
degree. Sue is needed
videos, let me know. Due to cost
to do a huge printconstraints they are sent out to
Rachel, Pook, April, Sue
ing job at her church
only
those
who
request them.
when she gets home. Rachel came at her own
Of course you can always go to our
expense, and must return to the USA and go
back to work. Her job at her home church has website www.gaudetfamily.org and click
been on hold for these last months and they on Videos to watch them. Again, to receive
need her back. Please pray much for these DVD copies of them when produced, just
ladies They have been faithful, and they have let us know. No charge is made for either
production or shipping.
given it their all.
Anne Hammond is coming for 2 1/2
months, beginning in early June. Anne and
ew an
Rachel are both from Lehigh Valley. They
We would like to thank each of you who
are sort of trading places. Also in early June,
Psalm Henry, a young lady who is a member gave toward our purchase of a “new” van. It
of our sponsoring Church in Fort Worth will is not new, but it is a very well-kept 2002
be coming. Actually Psalm is Thai/American, model- much newer than the 19 year old
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vehicle that it replaced. It is large enough to
carry all of us. Most importantly, it is dependable and gets
us where we
are going and
also gets us
back. It used
to be the joke
around here
that we go to
town in the
car and return in a taxi. It was one of those jokes that
was not that funny at the time, but is much
funnier now.

Prayer &
NewsLetters
We are able to get 3-4 of these printed
Prayer&Newsletters sent in the course of
each year. In between each one we send a
large number of e-mailed updates called
Gaudet Family Updates. It may
not be the best way of handling
correspondence but it seems to
work for us. We would encourage
you to sign up for these updates by
e-mail. Send an e-mail request to:
TomGaudet@xc.org

Because of faithful co-workers, we also now have a website
where these Gaudet Family Updates as well as printed Prayer&Newsletters
are archived. To view these go to:
www.gaudetfamily.org
For Souls Still Waiting,
Tom and Krinny Gaudet

Tom and Karin (Krinny) Gaudet
Missionaries since 1979
Sponsored by:

Metropolitan Baptist Church
6051 Azle
Fort Worth, TX 76135
Larry Adkisson, Pastor
(817) 237-2201
Larry@LarryAdkisson.com

E-Mail address:

TomGaudet@XC.Org
www.gaudetfamily.org

Krinny scanning
that Bible so copies can be made
for evaluation
Judson Burmese Bible,
1907 edition

April Wilson doing a Bible study with a Thai lady
Burmese pastor
and Tom reviewing the Bible

Review of three editions of the Burmese Bible

Crematorium on the grounds of a
Buddhist Temple

Thai traditional dancer
Muslim Mosque near our house

